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1. Background

4. Strongback System

The seismic vulnerabilities of hollow-core floors (see Figure 1) are
well understood with Appendix E of the ‘Yellow Chapter’ (2018)
comprising detailed assessment procedures.

The strongback retrofit system consists of I-beams supported on a seating angle and fixed to the floor
through screwanchors at the opposite end (Figure 3). The row of screwanchors at about mid-span of the Ibeam helps to restrains web-cracking and acts as supplemental shear reinforcement.

Comparably little guidance, however, is provided on how to
appropriately retrofit vulnerable hollow-core floors. The SESOC
conference paper by Büker et al. (2021) aims to update the
engineering community with the recent developments and
recommendation for hollow-core floor retrofits. The following topics
from the paper are summarised in this poster:
• High-level comments on PCFOG (2009) retrofit recommendations.
• Description of newly developed retrofits.

Figure 1: Hollow-core floor collapse
(Matthews 2004)
Figure 3: Elevation and Cross section of the strongback retrofit

2. Existing Retrofits

• Once the floor loses its shear capacity,

A summary of the key recommendations from the PCFOG document with
additional updating comments is provided in Table 1. A more detailed table
can be found in the conference paper Büker et al. (2021).

Effective
Effective with limitations

PCFOG image

• Validation of this retrofit was conducted
in the second ‘Big Frame’ experiment
(Figure 5a).

Ineffective

Table 1: Summary of retrofits based on the PCFOG report with additional comments and colour-coding

Retrofit

the strongbacks provide an alternative
loadpath (Figure 4).

• Floor sustained severe negative moment

failure but strongbacks were able to
transfer forces back to the support
(Figure 5b).

Comments
• Suppresses negative moment failure
(NMF).

Crack control
at end of
starter bars

• Post-installed reinforcing bars preferred.

Support

Alpha slab
support
beams

• Detailed design guidance required
(consideration of relative displacements).

Enhanced
support
details

• Effectively addresses Loss of Support
(LOS), but not sufficient for Positive
Moment Failure (PMF).

`

Hangers
anchored at
soffit

• Effective where web-cracking is
anticipated – Detailed design guidance
required.

• Does not prevent NMF.

Core
infilling

• May detrimentally affect performance.

Hangers
between units

• Cannot provide effective support to the
central part of the soffit.

Hangers
anchored in
cores

• May detrimentally affect performance.

Figure 5: (a) Strongback retrofits installed in second Big Frame specimen and (b) supporting a hollow-core unit that sustained
negative moment failure (NMF)

5. Cable Catch System

Figure 6: Strongback retrofits installed in second Big Frame specimen

• For the test, the cables were installed slack
to allow for additional displacement
demands arising from the elongation of the
adjacent beam as shown in Figure 7.
• Anchoring through the whole width of the
support beam is the preferred solution for
this retrofits.

3. New Retrofits

• Both retrofit systems address the majority of

Figure 7: Cable Catch retrofit installed

Cable Catch
system

Strongback
system

6. Conclusion
•

Updating comments on the retrofit recommendations in the PCFOG report have been made.
 Many retrofits require more detailed design guidance.
 Filling the cores as a retrofit is ineffective and may even have detrimental effects.

•

Two new retrofit solutions for hollow-core floors have been developed and validated.
 Address the majority of failure modes incl. PMF away from the support and restrain web crack.

failure modes.

• Concerns raised about the effectiveness of

seating angles for PMF (see ReCast Poster #2)
are addressed by using new these retrofits.
Figure 2: Top view of retrofitted ‘Big Frame’ specimen
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The second new retrofit solution, referred to as cable catch system, utilises wireropes running underneath
and parallel to the units (Figure 6). Diverters are located about 1 meter away from the support and are part
of the alternative load path, once the original shear load path is lost (e.g. through a NMF).

Release of
restraint

Two new retrofit systems for hollow-core floors
have been developed and validated in the second
‘Big Frame’. These new retrofit solutions are,
- The strongback system and
- The cable catch system (Figure 2).

Figure 4: Load path through strongback retrofit addressing positive
moment failure away from support
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